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Aksin Wijaya: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "OBSERVING ISLAM WITH ETHIC (From 
Hatred Theology to Religious Ethic)" to QIJIS (Qudus International Journal 
of Islamic Studies). With the online journal management system that we are 
using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial process 
by logging in to the journal web site: 

Manuscript URL: 
https://journal.iainkudus.ac.id/index.php/QIJIS/author/submission/9538 
Username: aksinwijaya 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this 
journal as a venue for your work. 

Wahibur Rokhman 
QIJIS (Qudus International Journal of Islamic Studies) 
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Download all attachments as a zip file

Wahibur Rokhman <admin.jurnal@stainkudus.ac.id>
To: Faiq Noor

Sun, Jul 18 at 2:41 PM

qijisstainkudus@gmail.com 
Dear Editor QIJIS 

We have sent the revised manuscript according to the reviewer's notes. Each 
revised part is marked in red font. There are some words that may not be 
suitable, because we use transliteration with Times New Arabic. Therefore, 
we will also send it in pdf format for review. Thank you very much for the 
review, if there is still something that needs to be revised, we will revise 
it again. 

Best Regard, 
Aksin Wijaya 
IAIN Ponorogo, Indonesia 
HP/WA: +6281578168578 
________________________________________________________________________ 
QIJIS 
http://e-journal.stainkudus.ac.id/index.php/QIJIS 
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Title and Abstract
Title Observing Islam With Ethics: From Hatred Theology to Religious Ethics

 

Abstract
The emergence of religious phenomena that lead certain Muslim groups in Indonesia to spread
hatred (religious hate speech) became the primary rationale of this article. This phenomenon
occurred because some Muslim groups consider their religious understanding to be the only actual
theological truth while ignoring religious ethics in a religiously plural society. Therefore, some
questions were raised: Firstly, what is the conceptual structure of Islam? Secondly, what does
Islam teach its believers in regards to living together within the Islamic community and living
among believers of other different religions? The method of ethics was employed to analyze the
two research questions by describing, analyzing, and criticizing the attitude of the Islamic
movement, which spreads hatred. From this article, it is expected that Muslims should emphasize
not only religious theological but also ethical truth. The findings are as follows: firstly, the
conceptual structure of Islam comprises of threefold: Islam, Iman, and Ihsan, which culminate in
Ihsan, Sufism, and ethics. Secondly, in regards to becoming a Muslim and embracing it among
believers of other religions, Islam essentially relates its religious and theological truth to the
religious ethic (the ethic of al-Qur’an), which combines three elements of ethics: God’s, religious,
and social ethics. The two latter ethics should always refer to God’s affirmative ethics, for instance,
with His Divine attributes of The Most Merciful and Just. God has mercy on human beings and
treats all of them justly. Likewise, human beings essentially should do the same in relation to God
and fellow human beings.
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 Title of the Manuscript: OBSERVING ISLAM WITH ETHIC  

(From Hatred Theology to Religious 

Ethic) 
   

1.  Review Comments  

 Compulsory revision comments 

 

 

This manuscript examined the Islam faith 

through the lens of hatred theology and 

religious ethic. I found this manuscript 

interesting. However, before I provide 

questions and/or comments, I must say the 

numerous spelling, grammar, and 

punctuation errors in the manuscript made it 

very difficult for me to read and understand 

the manuscript. In fact, there were so many 

errors in the manuscript that I corrected 

many of these errors in the attached draft [I 

found this easier than copying entire 

paragraphs and saying “You wrote this” 

“Change to”].  These numerous errors were 

related to grammar, spelling, and 

punctuation. Since I am not the author of the 

manuscript, I do not know if the corrections 

that I made were appropriate. So, I strongly 

recommend that the author carefully review 

the manuscript to ensure that my corrections 

were appropriate AND that the changes that 

I made to the structure of certain sentences 

did not change the original meaning. 

 

NOTE: I strongly urge you to carefully 

proofread future manuscripts before 

submitting them for review as inattention to 

these issues (grammar, spelling, and 

punctuation) is unprofessional and a poor 

reflection on you. 

 

On Page 1, you wrote: 

 

This backdrop of this article is the 

emergence of religious phenomenon which 
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spreads hatred (religious hate speech) from 

certain Muslim groups in Indonesia. 
 

 When did this emergence of religious 

hate speech by Muslims begin? Was 

it 10 years ago? 20 years ago? 30 

years ago? 40 years ago? 50 years 

ago? More than 50 years? Be clear.  

 What ignited this emergence of 

religious hate speech? 

 How did non-Muslims perceive this 

religious hate speech? 

 How did other Muslims feel about the 

religious hate speech in which some 

Muslims participated?  

 

On Page 2, you wrote this: 

 

This hatred theology abolishes religious 

ethic and the ethic of living in a religiously 

plural context like Indonesia. 
 

 Provide the population of Indonesia. 

 Provide the religious breakdown of 

Indonesia.  

 

On Page 2, you wrote: 

 
With these two ethics, different believers can 

live peacefully, work together, join hands, and 

support each other in the framework of the unitary 

state of Republic Indonesian state with its secular 

ideology of Pancasila and acknowledgement of 

plurality as enshrined in its national slogan Bhinneka 

Tunggal Ika. 

 

 Say more about the national slogan 

Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.  

 

OTHER QUESTIONS 

 

 Is there a certain person that is more 

likely to become violent? If so, what 
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are the characteristics of this 

person/these people? 

 On Pages 1 and 2 you wrote, “They are 

ready to sacrifice their lives and for the 

same of defending their firmly in order 

to follow what they consider as 

adhered theological truth, and indeed, 

martyrdom and entering the heaven is 

their goal, even though they have to 

perform martyrdom.” Other than 

heaven, is there another goal on earth? 

If so, what is that goal? 

 I am curious. Has a Muslim that was 

violent ever become non-violent? 

What would cause this change? How 

often does this occur?  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

 A table would make it easier for your 

reader to understand various terms 

and why you are applying these 

terms. I recommend that you add a 

table that provides definitions for 

each of the below terms. In this table 

provide distinctions between the 

terms and examples of each of these 

terms (relating examples of Islam).  

 Descriptive Ethics, Normative Ethics 

and Meta Ethic (relate to Islam)  

 Morals and Ethics (relate to Islam) 

 Islam, Iman and Islam 

 Judaism, Christianity, and Islam  

 (1) ethic toward political authority; (2) 

ethic toward believers of different religions; 

and (3) ethic among Muslims. 

  

MY PRIMARY ISSUE 

 

 As I read this manuscript, it did not 

satisfactorily answer the “So what?” 

question. What I mean by this is, 
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“Why should your reader care about 

this topic?” You must tie your topic 

to current realities. So, what are the 

negative effects of a “hatred 

theology” on society? How is this 

“hatred theology” a bad thing for 

Muslims and non-Muslims?    

 

CORRECTIONS TO GRAMMAR, 

SPELLING, PUNCTUATION 

 

On Page 1, you wrote: 

This backgroundbackdrop of this article is 

the emergence of religious phenomenon 

which spreads hatred (religious hate speech) 

from certain Muslim groups in Indonesia. 

 

Change to: 

The backdrop of this article is the 

emergence of religious phenomenon which 

spreads hatred (religious hate speech) from 

certain Muslim groups in Indonesia. 

 

On Page 1, you wrote: 

The tTheological exclusive truth that is as 

firmly adhered by those so-called “Islam 

Syari’at”, as termed by Haedar Nashir 

(Nashir, 2013), is based onfollows the 

principle of “saying the truth no matter how 

bitter it is”. 

 

Change to: 

The theological exclusive truth that is as 

firmly adhered by those so-called “Islam 

Syari’at”, as termed by Haedar Nashir 

(Nashir, 2013), is based on the principle of 

“saying the truth no matter how bitter it is”. 

 

On Page 1, you wrote: 

 
Some Muslims affiliated to Islam Khawa>riji>-

Wahha>bi> 
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 Is Khawa>riji>-Wahha>bi> correct? 

 

On Page 2, you wrote: 

This hatred theology abolisheshurts 

religious ethic and the ethic of living in 

religiously plural context like Indonesia. It 

certainly breakshurts religious ethic because 

it contradicts this ethic, that was taught be the 

Prophet Muhammad. He said, is sent to thus 

Earth as he once stated: “I amwas sent to 

refine the good character of human being”. 

Also, Hhe also once stated,: “Tthe best 

believer is the one with best character 

(ethic)” (Madjid, 1994). It also hurts the ethic 

of living in religiously plural context, 

because the Republic of Indonesia 

acknowledges plurality of religions and even 

recognizesas well as indigenous religions. 

With these two ethics, differents believers 

can live peacefully, work togetherjoin hands, 

and support each other in the framework of 

theunitary state of Republic Indonesian state 

with its secular ideology of Pancasila and 

acknowledgement of plurality as enshrined 

in its national slogan Bhinneka Tunggal Ika. 

 

Change to: 

This hatred theology abolishes religious 

ethic and the ethic of living in a religiously 

plural context like Indonesia. It certainly 

hurts the religious ethic because it contradicts 

this ethic, which was taught by the Prophet 

Muhammad. Upon acknowledging he was 

sent to the Earth, he once stated: “I was sent 

to refine the good character of human being”. 

Also, he also once stated: “The best believer 

is the one with best character (ethic)” 

(Madjid, 1994). It also hurts the ethic of 

living in religiously plural context, because 

the Republic of Indonesia acknowledges 

plurality of religions and even recognizes 

indigenous religions. With these two ethics, 

differents believers can live peacefully, work 
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together, join hands, and support each other 

in the framework of the unitary state of 

Republic Indonesian state with its secular 

ideology of Pancasila and acknowledgement 

of plurality as enshrined in its national slogan 

Bhinneka Tunggal Ika. 

 

 

On Page 3, you wrote: 

Because the above problem is not merely a 

theological problem, but rather and is 

mainly related to the issue of Islamic ethics 

about religious life and living together with 

religious communities. 

 

Change to: 

Because the above problem is not merely a 

theological problem, but rather is mainly 

related to the issue of Islamic ethics about 

religious life and living together with 

religious communities. 

 

On Page 3, you wrote: 

For instance, Muhammad is a good teacher, 

but not god in teaching. This expression 

implies two perspectives; the first part 

concerns morality, whereas the second part 

concerns his profession as teacher. Morally 

speaking, he is a good man, but not quite as 

a teacher. This article deals with his moral 

aspect (Bertens, 2011, 2017). 

 This paragraph is confusing. You state 

“Muhammad is a good teacher, but not 

god in teaching.” Later you wrote, 

“Morally speaking, he is a good man, but 

not quite as teacher.” Did you mean to 

wrote, “Morally speaking, Muhammad 

was a good man, but was not as good a 

teacher as god?” 
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On Page 3, you wrote: 

 

Meta ethic, which also known ad moral 

philosophy analytic camp; speaks 

philosophically about language context used 

in moral behavior, such as ‘what is good, 

bad, just, obligatory, free, responsible, et 

cetera (Bertens, 2011, 2017). 

 

Change to: 

 

Meta ethic, which also known as moral 

philosophy analytic camp; speaks 

philosophically about language context used 

in moral behavior, such as ‘what is good, 

bad, just, obligatory, free, responsible, et 

cetera’ (Bertens, 2011, 2017). 

 

On Page 5, you wrote: 

 

“one day when a man appeared with very 

white clothes and very black hair. 

 

Change to: 

 

“One day when a man appeared with very 

white clothes and very black hair. 

 

On Page 5, you wrote: 

 

On the basis ofWith this hadith, many 

Sunni ulama divides or categorizes Islamic 

teaching brought by Prophet Muhammad 

into three elements; Islam, Iman and Islam 

which later dubbed as Iislamic trilogy. 

Surely, it seems that there is 

compartmentalization among definition of 

each terms, as if they are separate. However, 

Nurcholish Madjid argues that the three are 

interconnected and complementary. Islāam 

(submission to God) is meaninglessnonsense 

without īimāan (belief), and the perfect īmān 

iman will not be achieved without iḥhsāan 
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(performance of good deeds). Likewise, 

iḥsānihsan is also impossible without 

īmāniman, and īmāniman should always 

accompanied with iIslāam. Of the three 

elements, īmānihsan is the ultimate Islamic 

identity of a Muslim (Azzam, n.d.; Madjid, 

1994). 

 

Change to: 

 

On the basis of this hadith, many Sunni 

ulama divides or categorizes Islamic 

teaching brought by Prophet Muhammad 

into three elements; Islam, Iman and Islam 

which later dubbed as Islamic trilogy. Surely, 

it seems that there is compartmentalization 

among definition of each of these terms, as if 

they are separate. However, Nurcholish 

Madjid argues that the three are 

interconnected and complementary. Islāam 

(submission to God) is meaningless nonsense 

without īimāan (belief), and the perfect īmān 

iman will not be achieved without iḥhsāan 

(performance of good deeds). Likewise, 

iḥsānihsan is also impossible without 

īmāniman, and īmāniman should always be 

accompanied with iIslāam. Of the three 

elements, īmānihsan is the ultimate Islamic 

identity of a Muslim (Azzam, n.d.; Madjid, 

1994). 

 

 Should iIslāam be Islāam? 

 

On Page 5, I reworded this sentence to this: 

 
On the basis of this hadith, many Sunni ulama 

categorizes Prophet Muhammad’s Islamic teachings 

into three elements; Islam, Iman and Islam, which 

were later dubbed as the Islamic trilogy. 

 What are the three elements? Are they 

Islam, Iman, and WHAT??? [You 

mention “Islam” twice] 
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On Page 6, you wrote: 

 

Moreover, certain extreme groups, like 

Khawa>riji>-Wahha>bi> (Wijaya, 2018).   

Go further as Tthey even say that Iislamic 

jurisprudence and Sufism are foreign 

imports. Theise groups emphasize thes 

dimension of īmān (system belief)iman, 

which is mainly tawḥīhid (monotheism) of 

this trilogy, and assert it as the essence of 

Islam (Shahru>r, 2014; Taymiyah & Al-

Wahhab, 1991). Muhaḥmmad ibn ‘Abd al-

Wahhāab as the main mastermind of theis 

Wahabī movement group divides the 

tawḥīdhid into three aspects; ulu>hiyah, 

rubu>biyah, as well as asma’ and sifat 

(Taymiyah & Al-Wahhab, 1991). Of the 

three elements the ulu>hiyah is the most 

emphasized one and made as the parameter 

of a Muslim’s religiosity (Al-Wahhab, 

1969), while the other two are relegated if not 

ignored.  

 

Change to: 

 

Moreover, certain extreme groups, like 

Khawa>riji>-Wahha>bi> (Wijaya, 2018) go 

further by saying that Iislamic jurisprudence 

and Sufism are foreign imports. These 

groups emphasize the dimension of īmān 

(system belief)iman, which is mainly 

tawḥīhid (monotheism) of this trilogy, and 

assert it as the essence of Islam (Shahru>r, 

2014; Taymiyah & Al-Wahhab, 1991). 

Muhaḥmmad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahhāab was the 

main mastermind of this Wahabī movement 

group divides the tawḥīdhid into three 

aspects; ulu>hiyah, rubu>biyah, as well as 

asma’ and sifat (Taymiyah & Al-Wahhab, 

1991). Of the three elements the ulu>hiyah is 

the most emphasized one and the parameter 

of a Muslim’s religiosity (Al-Wahhab, 

1969), while the other two are relegated if not 
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ignored.  

 

On Page 7 you wrote: 

 
Since the esteem of akhlaq in Islam is very 

high, Prophet Muhammad states: “The finest 

believer is the one with the finest akhlaq (ethic) (Al-

Khauli, n.d.; Madjid, 1994). Among the Qur’anic 

akhlāaq of al-Qur’an is doing just, good deed, keep 

the promises, honest, patient (Azzam, n.d.), humble, 

and not arrogant (al-Furqan: 63). 

 

 Where does this quote end?  

 

On Pages 10-11, you wrote: 

 
Quite often they claim to be defenders of 

Islam, and uphold the unity of Islam, yet they destroy 

Islam and the relationship between believers of 

different religions in Indonesia. They promise not to 

commit violence yet consistently do so. Why? 

Because violence, hatred speech, hoax, and slander 

becomes part of their ideology (Al-Khauli, n.d.).  

 

 How exactly does an Islamic hatred 

ideology develop, specifically in 

regard to thoughts, emotions, and 

behaviors (that ultimately lead to 

violence)?  

 

On Page 14, you wrote: 

 
Secondly, in religious life and coexistence 

with adherents of other religions, Muslims 

essentially relate theological truth onto religious 

ethic (the ethic of the al-Qur’an) which combines 

three elements of ethics, God’s ethic, religious ethic, 

and social ethic. The last two ethics should refer to 

God’s affirmative ethic. For instance, His attributes 

of Most Merciful and Most Just. God has mercy on 

and treats humans justly. Likewise, it is essentially 

applied to humans’ ethic in their relationship with 

God and fellow human beings.  

 Since God is merciful and just, whose 

behavior do perpetrators of Islamic 

religious mirror? If not God’s, whose?  
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